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Evaluating Job Candidates: Choosing the Short List 
·•· and Treating Interviewees Equitably 

.. Once the recruitment phase has ended, the evaluation phase begins. In this 
,-chapter we focus on the process that occurs after the applications are i n -
the process of evaluation that eventually leads to a new faculty hire. In this 

\<context, everyone wants to hire the 11best11 candidate. Everyone also wants 
·• to evaluate people fairly. Most people pride themselves on being impartial 
'and objective observers of other people's competence, independent of the 
-_person's gender or race. As we have argued, however, considerable research 
suggests that evaluations are subject to error. We have outlined experi-
ments that demonstrate that people-from undergraduates to practicing 
scientists-are likely to overrate men's competence and underrate women's, 
.unless the woman's performance was extraordinary. People are similarly 
''likely to overrate Whites' competence and underrate that of some racial-

_ethnic minority groups. Wanting to be gender and race neutral does not, 
. by itself, prevent people from making decisions influenced by gender and 
race schemas. We start with an example of the different attributions people 

/can make for the same behavior, depending on the gender of those being 
<observed: 

One IDan said he had noticed that when he saw a paper with a young male scientist 
::-_as the first author and the man's male supervisor as the second author, he presumed 
the young man had contributed the main ideas and had led the research. The young 
man had earned his place as first author. Otherwise, the supervisor would have put 
his name first. But when he saw a young female scientist as the first author, he 
assumed that the male supervisor was doing her a favor. Maybe she had earned the 
, __ position, but equally likely, her mentor was trying to help her. 

We like to think that people's records of accomplishment do not really 
:require interpretation, but in fact we make many interpretations along with 
I our judgments. With someone's CV in hand, we think we can judge his or 














































